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HAHNEMUHLE Photo-Rag Bright White 310gsm. A smooth, bright white 100% rag based paper
specifically designed to meet the of photographers or artists using digital photographic output.
The 308gsm Photo-Rag is one of Hahnemuhle's most popular papers and often considered the
industry standard that photographers base professional photographic output on.

HAHNEMUHLE William Turner 310gsm – a white, 100% cotton paper – guarantees archival standards. The mouldmade watercolour paper features a distinct textured surface. With its premium matt inkjet coating William Turner meets
the highest industry standards regarding density, colour gamut, colour graduation and image sharpness while preserving
the special touch and feel of genuine art paper.

HAHNEMUHLE German Etching is a 310gsm Mould made, acid free watercolour paper with the
smoothest surface in the Art Line range making it ideal for highly detailed prints and photographic
images. Also, as the name suggests, a surface similar to an etching paper which will reproduce
traditional prints excellently.

INNOVA Etching Cotton Rag 315gsm has a 100% cotton rag base with that unique printmaking etching surface
providing a movement and aesthetic to your artwork expected with traditional techniques. The perfect choice for
highlighting tones and shade to your artwork.
INNOVA Decor Smooth Art 210gsm is a natural white inkjet coated watercolour paper designed for
value orientated, high volume printmakers. The surface emulates an etching paper and is excellent
for decor art and poster reproduction. The paper is compatible with dye and pigment based ink
systems giving excellent colour gamut and is produced to archival standards.

Canson® Infinity Baryta Photographique is a true Baryta paper developed for inkjet technology. It consists of an alphacellulose, acid-free pure white paper with the same barium sulphate coating as for traditional silver halide and a premium
inkjet colour receiver layer.

Canson Infinity® Aquarelle Rag 310 Matte : This genuine 100% rag, watercolour paper possesses the unique
structure, surface texture and warm white tone that demanding artists expect from a traditional Fine Art paper. This paper
complies with the highest archival standards and is extremely age resistant.

Canson® Infinity Museum ProCanvas Water Resistant 385g/m² is our top grade professional canvas and is “OBA
Free” (No Optical Brightening Agents). Manufactured with a high quality 100% pure cotton canvas base, coated with a new
advanced technology of microporous coating.
Size

Hahnemuhle PR
Hahnemuhle WT

Hahnemuhle
GE 310gsm

Canson Infinity
Canson Infinity
Aquarell
310gsm
BARYTA 310gsm

A0
A1
A2
A3

£89.00
£46.72
£24.53
£12.88

£81.00
£42.53
£22.33
£11.72

£61.65
£32.37
£16.99
£ 8.92

£80.00
£42.00
£22.00
£12.00

Canson Infinity lnnova Etching lnnova Decor
Canvas 385gsm Cotton 315gsm Smooth 210gsm
£50.00
£26.00
£14.00
£ 7.00

£63.58
£33.38
£17.53
£ 9.20

Prices are exclusive of VAT
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£48.58
£25.50
£13.39
£ 7.03

